The notion of Bezoutian for a quadruple of rational matrix functions introduced by the authors in previous works is shown to be an adequate connecting link between certain factorization problems for rational matrix functions and quadratic and linear matrix equations. Particular attention is given to various types of coprime factorizations. A characterization of Bezoutians as angle operators between certain pairs of subspaces is also given. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Introduction
In this paper we study the interconnections between Bezoutians of rational matrix functions, linear and quadratic matrix equations, and factorizations of rational matrix functions.
The notion of a Bezoutian of two scalar polynomials is classical, and goes back for more than two hundred years. Important historical references include [8, 51, 11, 30, 16, 33] , and see also [52] . The de®nition reads as follows: If k i0 i k i and k m i0 i k i (we assume T 0, m T 0, P m) are scalar polynomials with complex coecients i Y i , then the Bezout matrix, or Bezoutian, of k and k is de®ned as the Â matrix Bez Y c ij À1 iYj0 whose entries are found from the expansion
The basic properties of Bez Y are well-known and can be found, for example, in [33, 36, 28, 15] and in the expository paper [29] . In the last two decades, new demands of the linear systems theory, as well as intrinsic developments in the theory of matrices and operators, have inspired generalizations of the notion of Bezoutian to polynomials with matrix coecients (see [1, 9, 48, 13, 46, 35] , and more abstract notions of Bezoutians (see [27] ). An important aspect of the theory of Bezoutians is connected with the crucial role they play in the study of matrix equations and various problems related to such equations. First results in this direction appeared in [31, 14, 10] , where certain Lyapunov matrix equations were found of which the classical Bezoutian BezY is a solution. These results were re®ned and extended to the case of matrix (operator) polynomials in [40, 49, 46, 47, 13, 39, 42] , where various linear matrix (operator) equations (of Sylvester, Lyapunov, Stein, and intertwining type) have been found for appropriate Bezoutians. Furthermore, it was proved in [37] that for a wide class of homogeneous algebraic Riccati equations all solutions can be explicitly expressed as Bezoutians of matrix polynomials. Another important aspect of the theory of Bezoutians relates to various factorization problems of the corresponding matrix functions. For the case of matrix polynomials, the factorization results via Bezoutians have been obtained in [37] , whereas for analytic matrix functions this was done in [24, 25] . Other connections with factorization problems and Riccati equations have been developed in [38] . See the introduction in [45] for more information and additional references concerning Bezoutians, especially for the symmetric case. The scalar symmetric case boils down to the equality k k, and the main classical result here is known as Hermite theorem which relates the inertia of the Bezoutian to the distribution of zeros of k relative to the real axis.
Recently the present authors [43] introduced the concept of Bezoutian for rational matrix functions (rmf), i.e., matrices whose entries are quotients of polynomials with complex coecients. It was shown in [44] that this Bezoutian is an adequate tool to describe the common zeros of the underlying rmfs. In the present paper we extend the matrix equations and factorizations aspects of Bezoutians to the Bezoutians of rmfs, with emphasis on various types of factorizations of the functions involved. One type of factorizations studied in this paper has the form
where p 1 k, p k, q 1 k, qk are n Â n rmfs, and Eq. (1.1) is understood as a factorization of the left-hand side p 1 kp k. It will be assumed throughout that p 1 I p I qI q 1 I s, a normalization condition. The factorizations (1.1) that we study in this paper are characterized by an additional property, which can be loosely described by the requirement that the poles of p k (resp. of p 1 k) are retained by qk (resp. q 1 k). It turns out that this class of factorizations can be described completely using the Bezoutian matrix (see the next section for the precise de®nition and basic properties of the Bezoutians of rmfs). This description is given in Theorem 3.1. Furthermore, the Bezoutians turn out to be solutions of certain matrix quadratic equations. Exploiting this circumstance gives rise to a characterization of the Bezoutians as the angle operators generated by certain pairs of invariant subspaces. Combining this characterization with the state space theory of factorizations of rmfs (originated in [7, 6] for minimal factorizations) we obtain the main result of Section 3, Theorem 3.3, that describes factorizations (1.1) via the Bezoutian angle operators.
Specializing the results of Section 3 to the invertible Bezoutians, zero coprime factorizations of type (1.1) are obtained (i.e. loosely speaking factorizations (1.1) where p z and qz have no zero structure in common), see Theorem 4.1. In this case, the quadratic equation reduces to a linear Sylvester equation. As a particular case, we recover the basic interpolation result (proved in [17] ) of constructing an rmf with given left pole pair and given right null pair.
Section 5 is devoted to a dierent type of factorizations, namely, factorizations
where p k and q 1 k are known rmfs in a realized form, and k and k are rmfs to be found. The additional requirement here, loosely stated, is that k (resp. k) retains the poles of p k (resp. q 1 k). It turns out that the intertwining factorizations (1.2) are described in terms of solutions of a certain matrix equation, which in turn coincide with the coresponding Bezoutians.
In the last Section 6 we continue to study coprime factorizations of type (1.1) initiated in Section 4, but now we are interested in factorizations that are not only zero coprime but also pole coprime ( doubly coprime). One of the motivations for the study of this type of factorizations comes from the theory of Wiener±Hopf factorizations (see e.g., [12] for an introduction to this subject). If in (1.1) the left hand side is a left canonical factorization and the right hand side is a right canonical factorization of the same rmf with respect to a certain closed Cauchy contour, then clearly these factorizations are doubly coprime. The connections between left and right canonical factorizations of rmfs are described in [4, 5] . It turns out that in order to deal with doubly coprime factorizations within our framework one has to consider an additional factorization
in which the structure of zeros of r 1 k (resp., r k) is a``restriction'' of that of q 1 k (resp., qk); see Theorem 6.1. The results are stated in terms of pole and zero coprimeness of all six rational matrix functions involved, whereas the conditions are given basically in terms of existence of invertible solutions of linear matrix equations determined by the given functions p z and p 1 z. The theory of Sections 3, 4, and 6 for the symmetric case, i.e., when the factorization (1.1) takes the form
has been developed in [45] . In this case, the quadratic matrix equation takes the form of the standard Riccati equation of optimal control. Addditional results based on inertia theorems are proved in [45] as well. We use the following notation (all matrices in this paper are assumed to be over the ®eld of complex numbers C). The block row matrix 1 Y F F F Y r will be often denoted row j r j1 , and the block column matrix
will be denoted col j p j1 . Given an m Â n matrix X, and a subpace M C n , the notation jM stands for the restriction of X (understood in the standard way as a linear transformation from C n into C m ) to the subspace M. The image of an m Â n matrix X, i.e., the range of the linear transformation X C n 3 C m , will be denoted Im , and the kernel fx P C n X x 0g of X will be denoted Ker . The notation r stands for set of eigenvalues of a square size matrix X.
Bezoutian and its properties
We start with the de®nition of Bezoutians for rmfs, which was introduced and studied in [43] . Let p k and qk be n Â n rmfs that are analytic at in®nity and take value I there. To de®ne the Bezoutian for F and G we need a supplementary pair p 1 kY q 1 k of n Â n rmfs which also take value I at in®nity and satisfy the equality
for every point k P C where all the rmfs involved are analytic. The de®nition of the Bezoutian is based on the realization theory; some basic aspects of this theory will be recalled now. It is a standard fact in the linear systems theory (see, e.g., Chapter 7 in [22] ) that any m Â n rmf k which is analytic at in®nity admits a realization. In other words,
for some matrices gY e, and B of sizes m Â pY p Â p, and p Â n. It is a well-known property (see, e.g., Section 7.1 in [22] ) that a realization is both controllable and observable if and only if it is minimal, i.e., the size of the matrix A is minimal possible among all realizations of k. The size of the matrix A in a minimal realization (2.2) is called the degree of k, denoted d . For given p kY qkY p 1 k, and q 1 k so that (2.1) is satis®ed, write a controllable realization
and an observable realization
Then the following result holds true (see [43] for the proof).
Theorem 2.1. nder the ove hypotheses there exists unique mtrix suh tht the equlity
holds for ll kY l P C 2 for whih oth sides mke senseF
The matrix can be expressed explicitly in terms of the realizations (2.4) and (2.5):
In formulae (2.7) and (2.8), p is an integer such that the matrix col jÀ1 p j1 is left invertible and the matrix rowe jÀ1 f p j1 is right invertible; the superscript À1 denotes the appropriate one-sided inverse. Formulae (2.7) and (2.8) are proved in [43] .
The matrix from Theorem 2.1 will be called the fezoutin associated with the equality (2.1) and realizations (2.4) and (2.5). It turns out that the Bezoutian for matrix polynomials as introduced in [1] and studied in [9, 48] can be viewed as a particular case of the above de®ned matrix Y and formulas (2.7) and (2.8) coincide with the well-known representation formulas for the matrix polynomial Bezoutian (see, e.g., [48] ).
Although the notion of a zero of an rmf is much more involved than in the analytic case, it turns out that the Bezoutian preserves the basic property of many Bezoutians studied earlier in the analytic case; namely, Ker describes common zeros (properly understood) of p k and qk.
We recall some basic notions concerning the null structure of rmfs (see, e.g., [2] for a detailed exposition of this and related material). In what follows p k is an n Â n rmf with det p k T 0.
An n Â 1 vector function wk is called a @rightA null funtion of p k at k 0 if wk is analytic in a neighborhood of k 0 Y wk 0 T 0Y p kwk is analytic in a neighborhood of k 0 and p kwk kk 0 0. A null function for p k at k 0 P C exists if and only if k 0 is a zero of p k (i.e., k 0 is a pole of p k À1 ). The multiplicity of k 0 as a zero of p kwk is called the order of wk. Under our assumptions on p k the number of zeros of p k is ®nite and the orders of null functions are bounded. Now let qk be another n Â n rmf such that det qk T 0. An n Â 1 vector function will be called a @rightA ommon null funtion of p k and qk at some point k 0 P C if wk is a null function of k 0 for both p k and qk.
The minimum of the multiplicities of k 0 as a zero of p kwk and qkwk will be called the ommon order of wk. If at k 0 P C there is a common null function, we say that k 0 is a ommon zero of p k and qk. Let k 0 P C be a common zero of p k and qk, and de®ne the ommon null multipliity of p k nd qk t k 0 as the integer
fcommon order of w j kgY where the maximum is taken over all sets fw 1 kY F F F Y w r kg of common null functions of p k and qk at k 0 subject to the restriction that the vectors
where the sum is taken over all common zeros k 0 P C of p k and qk. Informally, zp Y q is the total number of common zeros of p k and qk counted with multiplicities.
The following result was proved in [43] ; its proof is based on the description of common zeros of rmfs [44] . Theorem 2.2. vet p k nd qk e n Â n rmfs tht re nlyti t infinity nd tke vlue s t infinityF essume tht equlity @PFIA holds trueD nd tht the reE liztions @PFRA nd @PFSA re ontrollle nd oservleD respetivelyF vet e the fezoutin ssoited with @PFIAD @PFRA nd @PFSAF hen zp Y q T dim Ker X sfD moreoverD the reliztions @PFRA nd @PFSA re minimlD then zp Y q dim Ker X A more precise connection between common zeros and Bezoutians identi®es the subspace Ker , and moreover describes the common right null pair, as the next theorem shows.
We recall the notions used in the next theorem and in the sequel. Canonical sets of null functions are constructed as follows. Let w 1 k be a null function of maximal order for p k at k 0 . If w 1 kY F F F Y w i k are already de®ned, we de®ne w i1 k as a null function of maximal order among all null functions wk of p k at k 0 with the property that wk 0 T P spanfw 1 k 0 Y F F F Y w i k 0 g. As a result one obtains a ®nite sequence w 1 kY w 2 kY F F F Y w j k of null functions of p k at k 0 which will be termed nonil. Now let
be the Taylor expansions in the neighborhood of k 0 , and let k i denote the order of w i k. The set of null chains
is referred to as a nonil set of null hins of p k at k 0 . Canonical sets of right null chains in the more general framework of ®nitely meromorphic operator functions have been introduced in [23] . The concept itself in the framework of operator polynomials with certain compactness properties dates back to [32] . The right null pir g k 0 Y e k 0 of p k t k 0 is now constructed using a canonical set of null chains (2.9). We associate with (2.9) a pair of matrices
where t k k 0 is the (upper triangular) k Â k Jordan block with eigenvalue k 0 . The pair g k 0 Y e k 0 is called the right null pir of p k at k 0 . Let k 1 Y F F F Y k q be all the distinct zeros of p k, and let g kj Y e kj denote a right null pair of p k at k j (j 1Y F F F Y q). The pair of matrices gY e, where
as well as any pair of matrices similar to gY e, is called right null pir of p k.
Here, two pairs of matrices gY e and g H Y e H are called similr if g g H Y e À1 e H for some invertible matrix . A right null pair gY e of p k is unique up to similarity. Moreover, a right null pair gY e is observable. Informally, a right spectral pair encodes the structure of zeros of p k in terms of (right) eigenvectors and (right) null chains.
The above notions of right null functions, chains, and pairs apply verbatim to an m Â n rmf k with the property that for some k 0 P C the columns of k 0 are linearly independent. Indeed, one can show (using, for example, the Smith form of k) that such k has only ®nite number of zeroes (i.e., points k 0 P C such that there is a right null function at k 0 ), and that the orders of the right null functions are bounded. In particular, the right null pair of
is called the ommon right null pir of the n Â n rmfs p k and qk. The concept of null pairs for rmfs, their properties and applications have been introduced and developed in [6] (see also [19, 18] ). Expositions of this theory in various settings are found (among other sources) in the books [2,20±22] . Let Y be a pair of matrices, where is of square size, say s Â s, and is n Â s. Let L be a direct complement subspace of
Then the pair jLY jL is observable and is uniquely de®ned (i.e., independent of the choice of L) up to similarity. This pair will be referred to as the oservle prt of Y . Theorem 2.3. Ker oinides with the mximl e À fg p Einvrint suspe @orD wht is the smeD mximl e À fg q Einvrint suspeA in Ker g p À g q F woreoverD the ommon right null pir of p k nd qk oinides with the oE servle prt of the pir g q jNY e À fg q jN g p jNY e À fg p jNY where N Ker F Theorem 2.3 was proved in [43] . Other important aspects of the Bezoutian concern matrix equations.
Theorem 2.4. vet p 1 kY p kY q 1 k, nd qk e n Â n rmfs stisfying equlity (1.1) nd hving ontrollle reliztion (1.4) nd n oservle reliztion (1.5). hen the fezoutin ssoited with (1.1), (1.4), nd (1.5) stisfies the following equtionsD where e Â p X e À fg p ,
Eqs. (2.13)±(2.15) have been obtained in [43] (Theorem 4.1 there). Analogous equations for the Bezoutian of analytic operator functions have been obtained in [25] .
roof of (2.16) nd (2.17). The proof is given in [41] ; we reproduce it here. Substituting e Â p e À fg p and Â q 1 À q 1 into (2.13) we obtain e À fg p À q 1 X Now using (2.14) and (2.15) we compute
which proves (2.16). For (2.17), we ®rst note that
and using (2.14) we see that satis®es (2.17). Ã Note that each of Eqs. (2.13)±(2.16) contains matrices related to p k and/or p 1 k, as well as to qk and/or q 1 k, whereas in (2.17) only the matrices associated with p k and p 1 k appear. This will be important in using (2.17) to study factorizations.
Bezoutians and factorizations
Consider Eq. (2.1) from a dierent point of view, namely, as a factorization of the rmf p 1 kp k in the form q 1 kqk. We ®x a controllable pair eY f, where e is s Â s and f is s Â n, an observable pair Y , where is n Â tY and is t Â t, and matrices g p (of size n Â s) and p 1 (of size t Â n). Form the n Â n rmfs
Our starting point in this section is the following theorem, stated in [41] . for some mtries g q nd q 1 F his orrespondene is given s followsX por ftoriztion (3.3), where qk nd q 1 k hve the form (3.4), the orresponding mtrix is the fezoutin ssoited with (3.1), (3.4) and (3.3). gonverselyD for solution of (3.2), the orresponding ftoriztion (3.3) is determined y setting
in (3.4), nd in this se oinides with the fezoutin ssoited with (3.1), (3.4), nd (3.3).
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, as well as later in the paper, several well-known characterizations of controllability and observability will be used. For reader's convenience, we collect them in a lemma. Lemma 3.2. (a) he following sttements re equivlent for pir of mtries eY f, where e is p Â p nd f is p Â n:
(i) eY f is ontrollleY (ii) e fY f is ontrollle for ny n Â p mtrix ; (iii) he suspes Imks À e À1 f, k T P re, spn the whole C p . (b) he following sttements re equivlent for pir of mtries gY e, where e is p Â p nd g is n Â p: (i) gY e is oservleY (ii) gY e g is oservle for ny p Â n mtrix ; (iii) he suspes Ker gks À e À1 , k T P re, hve the zero intersetionF
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have seen already in Theorem 2.4 that, given a factorization (3.3) of the form (3.4), the corresponding Bezoutian satis®es (3.2). Theorem 2.4 shows that equalities (3.5) are valid as well. Conversely, let be a solution of (3.
We compute, using formulas (3.4): 
where
Assuming that
we have to prove that 1 2 . By Lemma 3.2 (a) (i) D (iii), the equality 1 2 follows. Now multiply the equalities
on the left by , and compare. We obtain
Continuing in this manner, we eventually obtain
is observable. Hence 1 2 , as required. Ã Note that the factorizations (3.3) are not necessarily minimal; recall that a factorization 1 k 2 k 3 k, where j k (j 1Y 2Y 3) are square size rmfs that are analytic and invertible at in®nity, is called miniml if
For the Bezoutian of matrix polynomials, the correspondences between Bezoutians, quadratic matrix equations and factorizations of matrix polynomials have been studied in detail in [37] ; in particular, Theorem 3.1 can be viewed as an rmf analogue of a corresponding result proved in [37] for matrix polynomials.
It is clear from (3.4) that the poles of qk (resp. q 1 k) are contained in the spectrum of e (resp. of ), which, in case the realizations (3.1) are minimal, coincide with the poles of p k (resp. of p 1 k). Thus, loosely speaking, the factorizations (3.3) with factors qk and q 1 k of the form (3.4) are obtained by keeping ®xed the poles of p k and p 1 k and by moving their zeros around with the help of . In particular, for the trivial solution 0 of (3.2) the factorization (3.3) is trivial as well: qk p kY q 1 k p 1 k.
We now make the connection with the state space description of factorizations of rmfs. For minimal factorizations this description originates in [7, 6] . Let k be a square size rmf which is analytic at in®nity and such that I s (a normalization condition; by a linear fractional change of variable and multiplication by a constant invertible matrix, every square size rmf with trivial kernel for some value of k can be brought to be analytic at in®nity and having value s there). Consider a realization, not necessarily controllable or observable: where p M (resp. p M Â ) is the projection on M (resp. M Â ) along M Â (resp. M). We say that the factorization (3.7) is ssoited with the realization (3.6) and the decomposition
as a direct sum of subspaces in which M isẽ-invariant and M Â isẽ Â -invariant. If the realization (3.6) is minimal to start with, then every associated factorization is minimal, and all minimal factorizations of k are obtained in this way. On the other hand, every factorization of k, minimal or nonminimal, is associated with some realization (3.6) and a suitable decomposition (3.8) .
Let now p k and p 1 k be given by (3.1). Then we have
and an easily veri®ed formula shows that
The subspace M Â de®ned by
Suppose a subspace M isẽ-invariant and complementary to M Â . Then M necessarily has the form
for a suitable matrix . Conversely, a subspace M of the form (3.10) isẽ-invariant and a direct complement to M Â . The second equation in (3.10) reads
Thus, is a solution of (3.2). Invoking Theorem 3.1, the following result is obtained.
Theorem 3.3. vet e given rmfs p k nd p 1 k in the relized form (3.1), where the pir eY f is ontrollle nd the pir Y is oservleD nd let (3.9) e the orresponding reliztion of
1 is ftoriztion ssoited with the reliztion (3.9) nd pir of suspes MY M Â , where
nd is the fezoutin ssoited with the ftoriztion
in whih qk nd q 1 k hve the form qk s g q ks À e À1 fY q 1 k s ks À À1 q 1 3X12
for some mtries g q nd q 1 . gonverselyD if is the fezoutin ssoited with the reliztions (3.1), iqF (3.11) nd reliztions (3.12), then the ftoriztion
1 is ssoE ited with the reliztion (3.9) nd the pir of omplementryDẽE ndẽ Â EinE vrintD respetivelyD suspes
Thus, Theorem 3.3 describes the ngle opertor , whose graph subspace characterizes certain factorizations of
1 , as the Bezoutian associated with the factorization p 1 p q 1 q. This desciption allows us to use the results available for the Bezoutians in order to derive various properties of the angle operators. For example, using formula (2.7), we obtain the following corollary.
1 e ftoriztion ssoited with the reliztion (3.9) nd pir of suspes (3.13). hen the ngle opertor is given y the formul
where g q nd q 1 re tken from (3.12). rere p is n integer suh tht the mtrix ol jÀ1 p j1 is left invertile nd the mtrix rowe jÀ1 f p j1 is right invertileY the supersript À1 denotes the pproprite oneEsided inverseF Analogous formula can be obtained using (2.8). Another corollary is derived by using Theorem 3.3.
3X14
e ftoriztion ssoited with the reliztion (3.9) nd pir of suspes (3.13). hen the ommon null multipliity zp Y q of p nd q does not exeed dimension of the kernel of the ngle opertor F woreoverD if the reliztion (3.9) is miniml (in prtiulrD this implies tht the ftoriztion (3.14) is miniml), then zp Y q dim Ker X Proof. We have to show that the minimality of (3.9) implies the minimality of (2.4), (2.5). Indeed, the minimality of (3.9) implies that g p Y e Â p g p Y e À fg p is observable, see Lemma 3.2. But then also g p Y e is observable, and consequently so is
Furthermore, inverting (3.9) we obtain a minimal realization
Hence eY f is controllable, and the minimality of (2.4) follows. One can prove analogously that the minimality of (2.5) follows from that of (3.9). Ã
Coprime factorizations and invertible solutions of Sylvester equations
We say that rmfs p k and qk are right zero oprime if p k and qk have no common right null functions at any point k 0 P C.
Let k be an n Â n rmf with determinant not identically zero. An observable pairgY e is called a right pole pir of k if for some matrix f the function k À gks À e À1 f has no poles in the complex plane. Dually, a controllable pair eY f is called a left pole pir of k if for some matrix g the function k À gks À e À1 f has no poles in the complex plane. The right (resp. left) pole pair of k exists and is unique up to similarity (resp. cosimilarity); here, two matrix pairs e 1 Y f 1 and e 2 Y f 2 with e 1 and e 2 having the same square size are called osimilr if e 2 À1 e 1 , f 2 À1 f 1 for some invertible matrix . Note also that a right pole pair of k coincides with a right null pair of k À1 (as de®ned in Section 2). We de®ne a left null pir of k as a left pole pair of k À1 . There is an extensive literature on theory and applications of rmfs using the pole and null pairs as the main tools; in this connection we mention here only the books [6,2,20± 22] .
Given two pairs of matrices g 1 Y e 1 and g 2 Y e 2 , where g j is n Â p j and e j is p j Â p j , (j 1Y 2), the pair g 2 Y e 2 is called a restrition of g 1 Y e 1 if there exists an injective ( having zero kernel) p 1 Â p 2 matrix such that g 1 g 2 and e 1 e 2 . Equivalently, g 2 Y e 2 is a restriction of g 1 Y e 1 if g 2 Y e 2 is similar to a restriction ofg 1 Y e 1 to an e 1 -invariant subspace; in fact, if is as above then the invariant subspace is Im . The dual notion of a corestriction runs as follows: Given two pairs of matrices e 1 Y f 1 and e 2 Y f 2 , where f j is p j Â n and e j is p j Â p j , (j 1Y 2), the pair e 2 Y f 2 is called a orestrition of e 1 Y f 1 if there exists a surjective ( having the range equal to C p 2 ) p 2 Â p 1 matrix such that f 1 f 2 and e 2 e 1 . The notions of restrictions and corestrictions have been extensively used in studies of divisibility of polynomial, rational, and meromorphic matrix functions, see, for example, [3] and references there. where q 1 k nd qk re rmfs with q 1 I qI s nd suh tht the left pole pir of qk is orestrition of eY fD the right pole pir of q 1 k is restrition of Y D nd p k nd qk re right zero oprimeF woreoverD the ftors in the ftoriztion (4.2) with the foregoing properties re given y the formuls
where is left invertile solution of (4.1). sf the reliztions (3.1) reD in dditionD minimlD then there exists ftorE iztion (4.2) with the foregoing properties if nd only if iqF (4.1) hs left invE ertile solutionF sn this seD the formul (4.3) gives oneEtoEone orrespondene etween the ftoriztions (4.2) with the foregoing properties nd the left invE ertile solutions of (4.1).
The proof is obtained by combining Theorems 2.2 and 3.1. Notice that is the corresponding Bezoutian.
If we are interested in the invertile solutions of (4.1), not just left invertible, then the quadratic Eq. (4.1) reduces to the linear equation
where À1 . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. vet e given reliztions (3.1) with ontrollle eY f nd oE servle Y F sf the ylvester eqution (4.4) dmits n invertile solution D then there is ftoriztion (4.2), where q 1 k nd qk re rmfs with q 1 I qI s nd suh tht the left pole pir of qk is orestrition of eY fD the right pole pir of q 1 k is restrition of Y D p k nd qk re right zero oprimeD nd the trnsposed rmfs p k T nd qk T re right zero oE prime s wellF woreoverD the ftors in the ftoriztion (4.2) with the foregoing properties re given y the formuls (4.3) where À1 D nd is n invertile solution of (4.4).
sf the reliztions (3.1) reD in dditionD minimlD then there exists ftorE iztion (4.2) with the foregoing properties if nd only if the iqF @RFRA hs n invertile solutionF sn this seD the formul (4.3) (with À1 ) gives oneEtoEone orrespondene etween the ftoriztions (4.2) with the foregoing properties nd the invertile solutions of (4.4).
For the proof, we use again Theorems 2.2 and 3.1, and the observation that the Bezoutian corresponding to the factorization 
where the equality follows owing to (4.5), and since Y is observable, so is (4.7). We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. vet e given ontrollle pir eY f nd oservle pir Y F here exists n rmf qk with qI s nd hving the left pole pir eY f nd the right null pir Y if nd only if the ylvester eqution (4.5) hs n invE ertile solution . woreoverD there is oneEtoEone orrespondene etween the invertile soluE tions of @RFSA nd the funtions qk hving the foregoing propertiesF he orrespondene is given y the formuls @RFTAF The result of Corollary 4.3 was established in [17] using dierent methods. In view of Theorem 4.2, the problem of ®nding criteria for existence of invertible solutions of Sylvester equations e À f g is important in the context of the present paper. This problem has been addressed in the literature, see, e.g., [26, 40, 50] ; a complete and satisfactory solution, in terms of the matrices e, f, and g, is not available, however. We note a result proved in [26] : If the rank of g is equal to one, g g 1 g 2 is a rank decomposition of g, and the equation e À f g is consistent, then it has an invertible solution if and only if the pair fY g 1 is controllable and the pair g 2 Y e is observable. The consistency hypothesis turns out to be equivalent (assuming rank g 1) to the disjointness of the spectra of e and f; see [34] , also [17] , for more detailed analysis.
Intertwining equations
The basic Eq. (2.1) can be also studied from another point of view. Namely, consider the functions p k and q 1 k known, and the two other functions unknown. Denoting the unknown functions by k and k, we obtain therefore the intertwining eqution
Solutions of (5.1) are described using the Bezoutians.
Theorem 5.1. vet p k nd q 1 k e given y ontrollle reliztion p k s g p ks À e À1 f nd y n oservle reliztion q 1 k s ks À À1 q 1 F vet e solution of the mtrix eqution
is solution of the intertwining iqF (5.1), nd oinides with the fezoutin sed on @SFIA nd on the reliztions involvedF gonverselyD if kY k is solution of @SFIAD where k nd k re rmfs hving vlue s t infinityD nd if
is ontrollle reliztionD nd
is n oservle reliztionD where g nd re some mtriesD then the fezoutin sed on (5.1), (5.4), (5.5) is solution of (5.2). woreoverD
Proof. The converse statement follows from the equations of Theorem 2.4. To prove the direct statement, let k and k be given by (5.3). We multiply out p and q 1 and subtract the latter product from the former: 
and verify that this expression is equal to ks À À1 ls À e À1 fX
We leave the details to the reader. Ã
Doubly coprime minimal factorizations
In this section we study factorizations that are not only zero coprime (as in Section 4) but also pole coprime. In the next theorem and elsewhere in this paper, we say that two rmfs 1 k and 2 k are left zero oprime if the transposed rmfs 1 k T and 2 k T are right zero coprime. Also, the rmfs 1 k and 2 k are called right (resp. left) pole oprime if 1 k À1 and 2 k À1 are left (resp. right) zero coprime.
Our main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 6.1. vet e given squre size rmfs p k and p 1 k with p I p 1 I s. vet the reliztion
e ontrollle nd let the reliztion
e oservleF essume tht the equtions
hve solutions nd D respetivelyD with the following propertiesX
Y e is oservleF hen the rmf Ck X p 1 kp k dmits the ftoriztions where qk nd r k re given y the reliztions
nd q 1 e nd r 1 k re given y the reliztions
rere the reliztions (6.7) nd (6.9) re minimlD the reliztion (6.8) is onE trollle nd (6.10) is oservleF he ftors qkD q 1 k nd r kD r 1 k in (6.5) nd (6.6), respetivelyD hve the following propertiesX (a) he rmfs p k nd qk re right zero oprime nd the left pole pir of p k is orestrition of the left pole pir of qk; the rmfs p 1 k nd q 1 k re left zero oprime nd the right pole pir of p 1 k is orestrition of the right pole pir of q 1 k.
(b) he rmfs qk nd r k re left pole oprime nd the right null pir of r k is restrition of the right null pir of qk; the rmfs q 1 k nd r 1 k re right pole oprime nd the left null pir of r 1 k is restrition of the left null pir of q 1 k.
Proof. To prove Theorem 6.1 we shall apply Theorem 4.2 twice. First apply Theorem 4.2 to the factorization Ck p 1 kp k which is justi®ed in view of condition (i). This yields the factorization (6.5) with formulas (6.7), (6.9) for qk and q 1 k, respectively. Note that from the controllability of eY f and condition (iv) we conclude that the realization (6.7) is minimal, and in particular, eY f coincides with the left pole pair of qk. This fact, together with Theorem 4.2, implies the ®rst assertion in (a).
In a similar way, using condition (iii), one sees that the realization (6.9) of q 1 k is minimal, and therefore, the right pole pair of q 1 k coincides with Y ; in particular, the right pole pair of p 1 k is a restriction of the right pole pair of q 1 k. This fact, in conjunction with Theorem 4.2 implies the second assertion in (a).
Next, observe that condition (ii) implies existence of an invertible solution of the Sylvester equation
Indeed, by a simple algebra Eq. (6.11) can be rewritten as À1 À À1 e p 1 g p X Thus, if is a solution of Eq. (6.4) that satis®es condition (ii), then À s À1 is an invertible solution of (6.11). Now write
Denote q 1 k À1 Uk and using (6.9) write the realization
Note that the realization (6.13) is minimal since (6.9) is minimal. Similarly, the rmf U 1 k X qk À1 has the realization
and note that (6.14) is minimal since (6.5) is minimal. As Eq. (6.11) has an invertible solution we can apply again Theorem 4.2 to the factorization
where the left pole pair of Wk is a corestriction of the left pole pair of Uk, i.e., of À p 1 À1 f Y p 1 À1 f, the right pole pair of W 1 k is a restriction of the right pole pair of U 1 k, i.e., of À1 À g p Y e À fg p À À1 , Uk and Wk are right zero coprime, U 1 k and W 1 k are left zero coprime, and Wk, W 1 k are given by the controllable realization
and by the observable realization
Ck p 1 kp k q 1 kqk r 1 kr kX
Since the left pole pair of Wk r 1 k À1 is a corestriction of the left pole pair of Uk q 1 k À1 , we infer that the left null pair of r 1 k is a corestriction of the left null pair of q 1 k. Similarly, we know that the right pole pair of W 1 k r k À1 is a restriction of the right pole pair of U 1 k qk À1 , and hence the right null pair of r k is a restriction of the right null pair of qk. Furthermore, the right zero coprimeness of Uk and Wk yields the right pole coprimeness of r 1 k and q 1 k, and the left zero coprimeness of U 1 k and W 1 k implies the left pole coprimeness of r k and qk.
It remains to check the formulae (6.8) and (6.10) for r k and r 1 k. For r k we have the (observable) realization
Using Eq. (6.11), the matrix in the square brackets can be written as Now apply similar consideration to verify (6.10). First write the (controllable) realization for r 1 k as the inverse of Wk:
Using Eq. (6.11) we can rewrite the matrix in the square brackets as follows:
Thus, we have
The proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that in fact we have a one-to-one correspondence between the pairs of solutions , of (6.3) and (6.4), respectively, with the properties (i)±(iv), and the factorizations (6.5), (6.6) with the indicated properties of the factors.
Observe that in view of formulas (6.1) and (6.8) the poles of p k are contained in re while those of r k are contained in r . Similarly, by (6.2) the zeros of p 1 k are contained in the spectrum of the operator re À fg p f À1 r Â p 1
. Here we use the equality e À fg p f À1 À p 1 À1 , which follows from (6.3). Now assume that the realizations (6.1) and (6.2) are minimal, and the factorization
is minimal as well. We claim that in this case the realizations (6.8) and (6.10) are minimal and the factorization Ck r 1 kr k is also minimal. Indeed, in this case we have dC dp 1 p m nY where m is the size of and n is the size of e. But the formulas (6.8) and (6.10) show that dr T m, dr 1 T n, and hence dC dr 1 r T dr 1 dr 2 T m nX
This yields dr 1 m, dr 1 n, and thus our assertion is proved. Similarly, minimality of the realizations (6.1), (6.2) and of factorization (6.18) implies minimality of the realizations (6.7) and (6.9) (without using conditions (iii) and (iv)) and of the factorization Ck q 1 kqk. We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. essume tht the reliztions (6.1) nd (6.2) re miniml nd tht the ftoriztion (6.18) is minimlF sf the onditions (i) nd (ii) of heorem TFI re stisfiedD then the ftoriztions (6.5) nd (6.6) re minimlD where qkD r kD q 1 kD r 1 k re given y their miniml reliztions (6.7)±(6.10), respetivelyF woreoverD the following properties hold trueX (a) he right null pir of r k oinides with the right null pir of qkD while qk nd p k re right zero oprimeY the left null pir of r 1 k oinides with the left null pir of q 1 kD while q 1 k nd p 1 k re left zero oprimeF (b) he left pole pir of p k oinides with the left pole pir of qkD while qk nd r k re left pole oprimeY the right pole pir of p 1 k oE inides with the right pole pir of q 1 kD while q 1 k nd r 1 k re right zero oprimeF In particular, under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 the poles (resp. zeros) of r k coincide (including multiplicities) with the eigenvalues of (resp. e Â p ), whereas the poles (resp. zeros) of r 1 k coincide (including multiplicities) with the eigenvalues of e (resp. Â p 1 ). We also mention (see Corollary 4.1.7 in [2] ) that if r re Â p Y, then the minimality of the factorization (6.18) is guaranteed.
The above remarks imply the following result.
Corollary 6.3. vet the reliztions (6.1) nd (6.2) e miniml nd ssume tht r re Â p YF sf the onditions (i) nd (ii) of heorem TFI re stisfiedD then the ftoriztions (6.6) re minimlD where r k nd r 1 k re given y the miniml reliztions (6.8) nd (6.10), respetivelyD nd p k (respF p 1 k), nd r k (resp. r 1 k) re right nd left zero oprime (respF right nd left pole oE prime).
One can view this result as an analogue for minimal doubly coprime factorizations of the results of [4, 5] on left versus right canonical Wiener±Hopf factorizations.
